
 
 
To:  Tom Barnes ESA 
       626 Wilshire Blvd. Suite 1100 
       Los Angeles CA 90017 
 
Project: Phase 1, San Juan Watershed Project (the Project herein) 
 
SCH#: 2016121001 
 
Lead Agency: Santa Margarita Water District  (SMWD) 
 
Re: Scoping Session request for comments  
      Transmitted electronically to Tom Barnes TBarnes@esassoc.com 
 
Date: January 30, 2017 
 
From: Roger E. Bütow  Founder & Executive Director  
          Clean Water Now (Est. 1998: CWN herein) 
 
Tom: 
  
CWN appreciates the opportunity to provide comments regarding the 
Project. 
 
CWN has repeatedly offered our enthusiastic support in regards to this 
Project’s goals and objectives, both in public hearing oral testimony 
venues as well as written submissions during 2016.  
 
This support includes the Project’s emerging evolution, its initial 
conceptual development and progression as one of numerous 
alternatives considered within the San Juan Basin Authority’s gamut of 
analyses pre-2016 (FMP, APM et al). 
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A straw poll of enviro-protection NGOs taken by CWN recently indicates 
that they see this Project as primarily conceptual, lacking enough detail 
as to make comments problematic. CWN will assume that these NGOs 
will submit their own perceived concerns, both itemized and prioritized.  
 
In the spirit of cooperative clarification, plus honoring our Mission 
Statement, CWN respectfully petitions the Project staff to address and 
provide to the MEP more information in the Draft EIR regarding the 
following categories and elements, not necessarily in order of priority. 
 

Water Quality 
Details about the dam installations de-watering operations 

 
Having observed and personally inspected the analogous Cañada 
Gobernadora (SMWD) inflatable installations on a weekly basis during 
their ≈2+ year installation and beta-testing evolution, it appears that a 
significant swath (vertical depth/horizontal distance) of concrete will be 
installed in the now soft bottom.  
 
We understand the need for CDFW §1602, USACE 404 and SWRCB 401 
Permits, we’re seeking clarification related to ground and/or surface 
water collected, relocation and/or diversion thereof, e.g., from 
significant incursion of water into footing and stabilizer trenching/forms. 
 
Specifically, what are the logistics presently being reviewed vis-à-vis 
de-watering during construction, hopefully harvesting for beneficial 
use? Also, will the volumes pumped if not infiltrated onsite asap be 
recovered for direct/indirect Basin recharge or for reclamation (Title 17 
or Title 22) at a remote treatment plant? 
 
Site specific SWRCB Industrial/WDR Permits: What other permit(s) and 
from which identified regulatory oversight agency(ies) do you believe 
may be required in regards to de-watering? If determined to be 
unacceptably loaded with hazardous waste constituents and/or 
concentrations that cannot be remediated on/near the site, what then? 
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Details About Excavation and Construction 
 

Access and egress (A&E) points to the multiple sites? As a relatively 
steep concrete lined trapezoidal, CWN is trying to better understand 
these A&E points, heavy equipment adverse impacts upon the banks 
and streambed itself; also upon potentially disrupted, obstructed 
recreational trails on both sides. Locations and durations of staging? 
 

Post-construction O & M’s, Including Vector Control 
 
There will probably be a need for OC Mosquito and Vector Control A&E, 
scheduled often for observational and abatement visitations because of 
the proximity to residential neighborhoods and human recreational 
activities.  
 
As a suggestion, perhaps inquiring with OCM&VC after describing the 
Project could begin that fact-finding dialogue? If known, please provide 
the logistics, the dynamics of OC staff devices/vehicles necessary.  
 

Aesthetic Resources  
Dams and Pump Station Architectural Design 

Could the inflatables be camouflaged in color and/or pattern of design, 
i.e., could they be manufactured as to closely resemble to the MEP the 
EXISTING soft bottom rock & riffle, rip-rap, thus mitigating visual 
obtrusiveness? 
 
Could the three (3) proposed pump stations also be constructed as to 
be aesthetically appealing, blend into the existing view and landscape? 
 

Geology, Soils & Seismicity 
Seismic Fault Not Mentioned In The NOP 

Consultants overlooked the San Juaquin Hills Blind Thrust Fault, 
albeit obscure. “Discovered” in the late 1990s by UCI scientists, it was 
the identified stressor/causal factor regarding the April 23, 2012, 
estimated 3.9 event, epi-centered in eastern Dana Point/western CSJC. 
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This event occurred in close proximity to the Project zone (Near the 
Fault’s southern terminus). 
 
http://latimesblogs.latimes.com/lanow/2012/04/orange-
county-quake-san-joaquin-hills-thrust-fault.html 
 
http://sites.uci.edu/energyobserver/2012/04/25/san-joaquin-
hills-blind-thrust-fault-scenario/ 
 
http://activetectonics.asu.edu/bidart/bibliography/bssa/bssa_
92_2/grant_ballenger_runnerstrom_2002.pdf 
 

Sediment/Siltation  
 

Hazards and Hazardous Materials 
 
Is sediment projected to build up, if so what is the projected silt volume 
(cu. yds.), and per what time frame cycle (monthly, annually)? Under 
what conditions, specific parameters/circumstances will it be dredged, 
i.e., removed offsite and/or redistributed within the Creek bed?  
 
If removed, quite possible due to regulated/identified contaminant 
accretion and accumulation (increased/deposited concentrations of 
chemicals, metals, etc.), to what location(s) will cartage take place? 
Route taken through the CSJC? 
 
Staging and field implementation logistics, etc., for sediment removal 
might require heavy, invasive equipment to perform O&Ms plus disrupt 
recreational trail and local vehicular traffic uses.  
 
Ex. CWN is seeking more information regarding anticipated logistics, 
planned strategies for Persistent Organic Pollutants (POPs) removal. 
This is primarily due to the numerous federally listed 303(d) upstream 
SJC tributaries that are known to have identified contaminants and 
other regulated chemical constituents (Prop. 65 et al). 
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GGE/GHGs/Air Quality 
Utilities, Service Systems, Energy 

 
Pump Station Infrastructure 

 
In a submission in August of 2016 (cut & paste below), CWN provided 
the Project staff with an example of a solar power vendor that could 
mitigate greenhouse gas/air quality/energy demand impacts.  
 
Note: Obviously, off-the grid backup generators of some type in case of 
solar cell failure/emergencies would be necessary. Need not be installed 
inside of the station, taking up floor space but could be brought in 
manually? 
 
Is CCTV being considered, to allow or facilitate distant monitoring and 
remote calibration for operations? 
_________________________________________________________ 
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Surface Hydrology  
 

Stream Channel Alteration 
 
Presently, the stream is modestly incised for an overwhelmingly 
dominant number of days each year, a typical (although artificially 
created) meandering stream when lacking rainy pulses.  
 
What (if any) impacts will there be regarding the projected 
reconfiguration due to the dam infrastructure multiple installations?  
 
Will the dams negatively effect historical drainage patterns, sediment 
transport, etc., or be insignificant/nil, i.e., not requiring mitigation?  
 
Is the lower reach in disequilibrium (stressed due to erosion and 
unacceptable sediment transport), if so in what specific way(s) will  
Phase 1 help to stabilize it?  
 
Could the Project staff provide reference links to USACE, OC Flood 
Control and/or other studies sustaining disequilibrium contentions? 
 
Will it become a braided channel immediately below the dams rather 
than the in situ meandering one?  
 

NOISE 
 

Noise IS going to be an issue. 
 
By building the 3 pump stations first, with solar integrated, would this 
attenuate, i.e., somewhat abate ongoing noise levels? The channel is a 
de facto amphitheater, and if de-watering hours are lengthy, perhaps 
instead of a generator the sump pumps could run on solar? 
 
Solar could provide the energy for security devices (lights, CCTV) 
regarding vandalism. Could an array of panels also be installed on the  
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grounds of the Arroyo Trabuco/San Juan Creek confluence de-salter, i.e. 
an onsite energy production retrofit? 
 
This is an innovative endeavor, any use of renewables, reduction of 
carbon footprint et al that helps sustain such a contention seems 
intuited.  
 
Relatively quiet, solar proactively addresses noise both during and after 
installation. 
 
It may also bring fiscal rebates and credits from other agencies to assist 
funding. 
 
If ESA or other Project staff have any questions regarding this 
submission, please feel free to call or write to me for clarification. 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Roger E. Bütow  
  
Clean Water Now 
 
Mailing Address: P.O. Box 4711  Laguna Beach  CA  92652 
 
Home Office: (949) 715.1912  (VM after 6 rings/No TM) 
 
Cell: (949) 280.2225  (VM/TM) 
 
Email: rogerbutow@clean-water-now.org 
 
Website: www.clean-water-now.org 
 
 
 
 


